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[CIV-106814] CalHEERS eHIT: BREfS - Consume SAWS Eligibility Authorization and
Manage Downstream Processes
- Resolved: 01/26/2021 09:18 AM

Issue Type: SCR Team Responsible: CalHEERS Assignee: Krishna Akula

Fix Version/s: [21.02] Designer Contact: Maria Feliciano Change Type (SCR): Enhancement

Minor Version: Expedite Changes: Production
Deployment

Estimate: 917

Reporter: Renee Gustafson Regulation Reference: Created: 03/25/2020 08:42 PM

Status: In Production Impact Analysis: [Security] Outreach Required: No

Policy/Design
Consortium Contact:

Maureen Votta Training Impacted: Funding Source: Premise

Project Phase (SCR): Production Project Phase (SCR): Production

Other Agency Cross
Reference:

CA-214686;
CH-160528

Current Design:  CalSAWS Medi-Cal EDBC may grant eligibility to an individual that differs from the eligibility on the MAGI
 Determination. This can happen in several ways: 
1.  CalSAWS rules may determine an individual is eligible to both MAGI Medi-Cal and Non-MAGI Medi-Cal in the
 EDBC.  CalSAWS allows the worker to elect one or the other.  CalSAWS batch EDBC has logic to determine
 which benefit to elect.
2. CalSAWS Medi-Cal Hierarchy may grant Mega Mandatory, Deemed Infant, TMC, 4MC, CE or other CPP aid
 codes that differs from the eligibility on the MAGI Determination.
3. A worker may override the results on the EDBC due to several reason: 
<Override Reasons>

After EDBC is accepted and saved, CalSAWS sends a disposition with the Status and aid code (if applicable) to
 CalHEERS. 

There is no element in the disposition to include a reason why the eligibility authorized in SAWS differs from the
 eligibility in the MAGI Determination.

The eHIT schema does not require to send the Medi-Cal Eligibility Status, status dates and/or Aid Code for MAGI
 Medi-Cal even when it differs from the eligibility in the MAGI Determination.

This causes a mismatch of information in the CalSAWS and CalHEERS.  

Request:  With CalHEERS Change Request 160528, CalHEERS will consume and save the Disposition information into the
 CalHEERS portal and update the CalHEERS downstream processes. The Systems will expand the information
 sent in the Disposition transaction to communicate the final eligibility authorized in the Accepted and Saved
 EDBC. The expanded information in the Disposition includes an Override reason, if applicable, and sending the
 authorized MAGI Medi-Cal eligibility. 
1. Update eHIT to include Override Reasons in the Disposition transaction.
• Admin Decision/ALJ ruling
• Program/Regulation Not Implemented
• CalHEERS/SAWS Defect
2. Map The Systems Medi-Cal EDBC Override reasons to the following three eHIT Override Reasons:
• Admin Decision/ALJ ruling
• Program/Regulation Not Implemented 
• CalHEERS/SAWS Defect
3. Map the Medi-Cal Deemed Infant EDBC budget types to eHIT Override Reason ‘Program/Regulation Not
 Implemented’ 
4. Update Disposition functionality as follows:
o No longer send a Disposition for DERs not used in the Medi-Cal Accepted and Saved EDBC when there are
 multiple DERs for the same benefit month.  
# Update the DER status to ‘Suppressed’ for all additional DERs not used in EDBC for the same benefit month with
 status ‘Reviewed’. 
o Send a Disposition for the DER used in EDBC even when the DER benefit month does not match the Accepted
 and Saved EDBC benefit month if the DER status is ‘Reviewed’. 
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# Update the DER status to ‘Suppressed’ for all additional DERs not used in EDBC for the same benefit month with
 status ‘Reviewed’. 
o Include the MAGI Medi-Cal primary aid code, program status and effective dates 
o Send only one Disposition as a response to the CalFresh referral; CalFresh eligibility change Dispositions are no
 longer required. 
o Technical Note: Eligibility change Dispositions for CalWORKs and Medi-Cal will continue to send.
5. Modify eHIT logic to no longer mark a DER with ‘Complete’ status when a Disposition is sent for CalFresh or
 CalWORKs.
6. Update The Systems to display Dispositions.  

Recommendation:
 1. Update the ‘MAGI Determination Summary’ page to display a Disposition section.
2. Update the ‘MAGI Referral Detail’ page with a button to open the new ‘MAGI Disposition List’ page to view all
 Dispositions associated to the DER.
3. Create a new ‘MAGI Disposition List’ page to display all Dispositions associated to a DER.
4. Create a new ‘MAGI Disposition Detail’ page to display the Disposition information.  
5. Update the ‘Person Association List’ and ‘Person Association Detail’ pages to be dynamic and display the
 information for either a Disposition or an EDR. 
6. Create a new ‘MAGI Disposition Error Detail’ page to display the Disposition Error received from CalHEERS.
7. Update eHIT to include an ‘Override Reason’ in the Disposition transaction for the Medi-Cal program when
 appropriate. The eHIT Override Reasons are:
• Admin Decision/ALJ ruling
• Program/Regulation Not Implemented
• CalHEERS/SAWS Defect
8. Map the Medi-Cal EDBC Override reasons to the eHIT Override Reasons.
9. Map the Medi-Cal Deemed Infant EDBC budget type to eHIT Override Reason ‘Program/Regulation Not
 Implemented’. 
10. Update the eHIT logic to only send a Disposition for the DER used in the Accepted and Saved EDBC for
 a benefit month; update all prior DERs for the same EDBC benefit month with latest status ‘Reviewed’ to
 ’Suppressed’.
11. Update the eHT logic to send a Disposition for the DER used in the Accepted and Saved EDBC when the
 benefit month is a subsequent month from the DER; update all prior DERs for the same EDBC benefit month
 with latest status ‘Reviewed’ to ’Suppressed’.
12. Update the Disposition transaction to send the MAGI Medi-Cal primary aid code, program status and effective
 dates. 
13. Update the eHIT logic to only send a CalFresh Disposition once as a response to the CalFresh referral.
14. Modify eHIT logic to not mark a DER with ‘Complete’ status when a Disposition is for CalFresh or
 CalWORKs.  
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